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Impacts of Fossil Fuels, especially Coal

1. Climate change
2. Air pollution and 

respiratory diseases
3. Water pollution 
4. Land degradation
5. Deaths in coal mining
6. Few jobs when 

automated
7. Energy insecurity

LA teenager’s lungs 
(non-smoker)

Air pollution

Land 
degradation



We can greatly reduce these impacts by 
choosing Ecologically Sustainable Energy

Sustainable energy = Reduction of wasteful demand (by energy 
efficiency & conservation) + Renewable energy

Most	technologies	
are	available	and	
affordable.
But	they	are	
‘disruptive	
technologies’.



Unfortunately there are still a few Fossil Fools



Energy Efficiency saves Energy and Money
The essential partner for renewable energy

Christie Walk, Adelaide LED lights

Heat pump hot water
Ceiling fan

Water 
efficient 
shower



Residential Energy Efficiency: Actual and 
Potential

Source: Alan Pears (2014)



How Renewable Energy can replace Fossil Fuels

Energy end-use 
at present

Energy end-use Future renewable energy
contribution

Electricity
Australia: coal 75%

Could be supplied entirely by renewables in 
Australia & many other countries within a 
few decades. Cheaper batteries needed for 
rooftop solar PV.

Transport
Currently mostly oil

Urban: electric public transport & elec cars, 
cycling & walking; inter-city high-speed rail.  
Problem for rural vehicles & air travel.

Heat (non-
electrical)
Currently mostly gas

Low temperature heating & cooling from
direct solar & electric heat pumps; high 
temperature from renewable electricity

Electricity will play a greater role in heating/cooling and transport. 



Countries and States with Strong Renewable 
Electricity Targets

Country/state 2015 % Renewable Electricity Target

Denmark Wind 42% of domestic consumption 
+ bioenergy 10%.

50% by 2020; 100% renewable 
electricity and heat by 2035

Germany 33% of domestic consumption; 30% 
of generation

At least 80% renewable electricity 
by 2050

Scotland 50% of gross consumption & 38% of 
generation in 2014, mostly wind

100% renewable electricity by 2020

China Biggest wind capacity and solar hot 
water; biggest PV manufacture

15% of all primary energy from ‘low-
carbon’ by 2020

California 25% 33% by 2020

S. Australia 39% (wind 33% + solar PV 6%) 50% by 2025 (conditional)

North German 
states

About 100% net in 2014 – mostly 
wind

Reached
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Wind, Albany, WA

Bioenergy, Rocky Point, Qld

Diversity of RE 
Sources and Siting 
à Grid Reliability

Wind 
Biomass
Solar PV

Concentrated solar thermal 
(CST)  
Hydro 
Wave?

Tidal current?
Geothermal electricity?

Australia has the lot!

PV solar tiles

CST with thermal storage

Geothermal

Wave power, near FremantleHydro



UNSW Model of Supply & Demand in NEM for  
a Challenging Period: 6 Days in Winter 2010

In calm winter evenings following cloudy days, gas turbines & demand management are 
important. 

GT

Wind Hydro

PV



Myth: “Renewable Energy is too unreliable”
Busted by UNSW evaluation of Optimal Mix of RE

Wind
46%

PV
20%

CST
22%

Hydro;	6%
GT;	6%

Technology costs projected to 2030 by BREE (2012).
GT is gas turbines burning renewable fuels; 
CST is concentrated solar thermal with thermal storage.
5% discount rate; no extra transmission

Although variable RE 
(wind + PV) contributes 
two-thirds of annual 
energy, reliability is 
maintained!



Myth: “Base-load power stations are needed”

Traditional 
concept busted

With base-load power stations 
supplying base-load demand

New concept 
works

100% RE without base-
load power stations; 

variable + flexible 
stations meet demand 

reliably

Wind; PV

Hydro; GT; CST



Achieving Reliability in Large-Scale 
Renewable Energy

 Variable RE balanced with flexible, 
dispatchable RE technologies

 Diversity of RE technologies

 Geographic diversity of wind and solar

 Key transmission links

 Smart demand management



Solar PV: Small, Medium & Large Scale

Uterne,	1	MW	à 4	MW,	Alice	Springs

102	MW,	Nyngan NSW

Wharf	Theatre,	Sydney,	384	kW	

Module	for	solar	
lantern	– 3rd world



Hydro-Electricity: Large, Mini & Micro

 Large hydro: big environmental and social 
impacts

Untapped potential for large hydro in Africa, 
China, Brazil; very little in Australia

 Environmental constraints

 Potential for off-river pumped hydro with 
small storages and big pipes in Australia

Micro-hydro: low impacts



Small Wind Turbines

• Great	for	yachts	and	windy	rural	
sites,	e.g.	on	ridges;	coastal	hills

• Mostly	a	waste	of	money	in	
cities	&	suburbs,	due	to	
insufficient	wind	



Comparing Centralised & Distributed 
Renewable Energy

Source: Alan Pears (2016)



Comparing Centralised & Distributed 
Renewable Energy

Diesendorf (2016)

FACTOR CENTRALISED DISTRIBUTED
Security/reliability of	supply Grid	can	provide	back-up	

with	minimal	storage;
However	transmission	
system	is	vulnerable	to	
natural	disasters	&	
terrorism	

For	independence from	
the	grid,	needs	either	a	
lot	of	expensive	storage,	
or	diesel	generator	back-
up,	or	both



We need Renewable Energy on 3 Scales

Individual/household
North Coast resource: rooftop solar 
PV; any micro-hydro?

Medium-scale: community 
and commercial
North Coast resource: rooftop solar 
PV on commercial buildings

Large-scale, grid-connected
Wind farms in northern tablelands.
We will still need the grid to address 
inequities in RE resources & demand



What can we do to bust myths and 
build sustainable energy? 4 Options

 Ballot box – necessary, but very limited 
influence in 2-party system

 Individual/household action – necessary as an 
example, showing leadership, but not nearly 
sufficient; buy local from reliable dealers

 Local community projects– valuable for 
engaging people and legitimising RE

 Collective action by a social movement – huge 
potential, essential when ‘democratic 
governments’ fail to implement the will of the 
people



© Simon Kneebone

Our Main Hope: Community Climate Action
to overcome the power of vested interests

• Environmental, 
social justice, 
professional, 
business, trade 
union, youth, 
academic and 
faith groups

• Community 
renewable energy 
projects

• Nonviolent direct 
action



Some Key Policies needed

 Set stronger national greenhouse targets (Federal)

 Re-introduce a carbon price, preferably as a tax rather than ETS 
(Federal)

 Large-scale Renewable Energy Targets for 2020, 2025 & 2030 (Federal 
& State)

 Grants for research, development & demonstration: ARENA (Federal)

 Clean Energy Finance Corporation to bridge “Valley of Death” (Federal)

 Reverse Auctions, backed up with feed-in tariffs for large-scale RE (State 
& Territory)

 Expand energy ratings for buildings, appliances & equipment; mandatory 
energy labelling and energy performance standards (Federal & State)



Some Key Policies needed ctd

 Implement ‘smart’ grid; set fair electricity price structures to reflect 
balance between demand and supply (State)

 Mandate electricity utilities to accept feed-in of RE; set fair feed-in tariffs 
(State)

 Fund seeding grants & information for community RE projects (State)

 Incentivise manufacturing of sustainable energy components in coal 
regions (State)

 Remove subsidies to the production & use of fossil fuels, about $10 
billion per year (Federal+state)



Further Information

Research papers & non-
technical articles

http://www.ies.unsw.edu.au/our-
people/associate-professor-mark-

diesendorf

Book 
Sustainable Energy Solutions for 

Climate Change, UNSW Press 
and Routledge-Earthscan, 2014
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